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Why BlueMAC?
BlueMAC surveillance equipment provides accurate travel time and
origin-destination data for vehicles and pedestrian applications, and
for use in environments that include high-speed roadways, arterial
roadways, and pedestrian environments. BlueMAC boxes can be
installed as a low cost portable or permanently mounted product for
applications.

Blue
MAC

The product line includes portable, stand-alone battery and solaroperated units suitable for short-term traffic studies, as well as
permanently mounted units for continuous real-time data reporting.
The permanent units can be integrated into existing systems or
standalone core technology can be configured to meet specific data
collection needs.

DATA COLLECTION FOR THE
21ST CENTURY

Why Bluetooth Data Collection?
States have started passing laws prohibiting the use of hand held devices while driving,
in turn creating a need for the standardization of Bluetooth capabilities in cell phones
and automobiles. This general use of Bluetooth makes for opportunities to anonymously
identify patterns of travel behavior. The data, when properly analyzed, can then be used to
demonstrate, define, or provide travel behavior for traffic roadway and planning.

BlueMAC FEATURES:
QQ

Long-term and short-term study
capabilities

QQ

Limited investment, easy setup.

QQ

Web-based configuration of
study with easy Dashboard-based
interface. Visual map reference for
all operating boxes.

QQ

QQ

QQ

Wireless communication capabilities
for command, control and data
collection services.
Variety of power options: 7-day
battery powered, solar powered, or
hard wired.
Collect speed data on road sections
where traditional sensors are
impractical.

QQ

Identify and record unique IDs.

QQ

QQ

Each BlueMAC unit contains GPS
and synchronizes with a common
time reference for easy comparison
of time and location.

Temporary installation to monitor
work zones and special events,
simplified maintenance replacement
for existing sensors.

QQ

Analysis with real-time and forecast
comparisons of travel times
between designated origin and
destinations.

Better understand the seasonal
patterns of drivers to yield a more
precise ROI when building new
interchanges.

QQ

BlueMAC reports conditions
to the traffic operations center
without expensive communications
infrastructure.

QQ

QQ

QQ

Comprehensive data sampling of
driver actions.
Permanent or temporary installation
of BlueMAC can monitor
expressway exit/entrance patterns,
destinations after exit, backup
queues and other conditions.

QQ

Accurate location identification for
incident detection.

QQ

And much, much more!

For more information about BlueMAC or HiSafe: sales@digiwest.com | 503-224-2765

HiSafe features:
QQ Methods

for conducting
a roadway safety
management program

QQ A

predictive method
to estimate crash
frequency and severity
under alternative
designs or for future
periods

QQ A

catalog of crash
modification factors for
a variety of geometric &
operational features

With the predictive method,
the designer can test the
safety tradeoffs of design
decisions such as narrower
lanes and a wider median,
or narrower median and
wider shoulders; and thus
safety can become part of
the practical design process
and/or least cost planning
analyses. It allows for safety
to be quantitatively assessed
and meaningfully used as a
project performance measure
in conjunction with other
project considerations such as
community needs, roadway
capacity, delay, cost, rightof-way, and environmental
considerations.

HiSafe software is the companion software to Part C of the AASHTO
Highway Safety Manual, Predictive Method. HiSafe conducts the
calculations for estimating the expected average number of crashes
per year at a particular location on a roadway or at an intersection as a
function of traffic volume and geometric characteristics of the facility. The
outcome of the predictive method is a quantitative measure of expected
average crash frequency.
The facilities included in the HiSafe software are:
QQ

Rural Two-Lane Roads

QQ

Rural Multilane Highways

QQ

Urban and Suburban Arterial Highways

What is the Highway Safety Manual?
The Highway Safety Manual is the first publication of its kind designed to
give highway planners the tools the need to better predict safety
implications of decisions in all phases of project development. The
manual is the culmination of 10 years of research and development
by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials, in partnership with the Federal Highway Administration and the
Transportation Research Board.

